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Candle
 
Like a candle glowing in the dark
Couldn't find my way
Yet I know I'm shining up.
I am seen even from afar.
Like a lonely candle, glowing in the dark,
Lights will soon turn low
As my wick and wax get burned.
And like a melted candle that glowed in the dark
I'll be unnoticed and forgotten.
Some people will forget how I lighted them up
Some would pick up my melted wax,
Would wash me clean and heat me to melt
Then let me hold to another new wick
Making me into a new candle stick.
Some would see me as a useless melted candle wax
and would just step on me and let me wither.
And the lonely candle that once glowed in the dark
Will forever be gone in the darkness.
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Chase
 
Chase after me!
You may capture me
But never can you defeat me.
Even if you'll get me today,
My heart will always stay.
You can never take it with you
Because it belongs to God, not to you.
 
Come on death! Chase after me.
You may take away my body
But not my memories
For it is in my loved ones' heart
and you can never set our hearts apart.
Fear you not; fear you never
For God's love in my heart reigns forever.
 
Ana Rose Trazo
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Fall To Fly
 
Sometimes it's hard to hold on things.
It would sometimes cause you pain.
You hold cause you fear to fall
without realizing that falling isn't a failure.
 
Learning to let go of things
Isn't a sign of cowardice
But it's a sign of bravery
Like that of a hero from history.
 
Be brave and learn to let go.
Release that painful thing you are holding onto.
After that you'll realize
That by falling you'll learn to fly.
 
Once you learn how to fly,
Spread your wings and soar so high.
Then you'll be able to see
How pleasant it is to be free.
 
Ana Rose Trazo
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I Wished It To A Star
 
Sitting here alone, with the head held up,
Looking at the stars in the skies above.
Tears rolled down to my face, and I should stop
And try to hide the bitterness I have.
 
I'm tired of sitting down here alone.
I need somebody to lean on.
Yet, even if I'll shout loud from here,
I know that no one would hear.
 
They are all blind.
They can't see how hard I tried
To finish what I've started
And be the one they wanted.
 
They are all deaf.
They can't hear me. As if I'm a leaf-
That falls down from a tree
Slowly and silently.
 
They are all out of their mind
For they can't understand
What is this I'm feeling inside
And that I am so tired.
 
So here I am, like a fool
Talking to the stars, as they fall
Wishing that someday I'll be heard, seen, and understood
And for somebody to come, to lighten up my load.
 
Ana Rose Trazo
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Indomitable
 
I am covered with the blanket of dullness
That made my world be shrouded with darkness
I thank God whatever his plans for me
For no one could dominate my soul but He.
 
I have faced a lot of challenges
But I never cried hard nor pulled back at the edge.
Under the pressure that life gave,
I still have the will to be brave.
 
In this world of chaos and miseries,
Can only see the horror of truth and mysteries.
And though time gives me threat
It will never hold me out of breath.
 
It is not about the rules that were set
Nor what consequences we may get
For I can always be what I desired to be
And no one can control my life but me.
 
Ana Rose Trazo
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Invisible
 
Glimpse of shadows in my head
Creates horror to my soul.
The bright lights are now all dead
As melody turns to growl.
 
I'm living in the dark world
and I felt like freezing cold.
I'm wrapped in total madness
As I'm drowning in sadness.
 
Creating flame inside me
That would make me spark, one day.
I'll be visible someday.
And I'll bear the pain bravely.
 
Ana Rose Trazo
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Kayak
 
Strong waves may turn you down
As you go on sailing in the ocean of frown
Yet just hold the paddle tightly
And go on paddling swiftly.
 
You may have lost direction as you sail
But remember you're in control of your paddle wheel.
Whichever direction you wish to go
Surely, there will be an ideal place for you.
 
Never let your boat to sink
Nor lost the paddle in a blink.
But if ever you can't help it,
Just go and swim towards the lighthouse' lit.
 
Ana Rose Trazo
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Live
 
Live like an eagle
That cannot only fly high
But also see sharply
What lies down in the distance.
Live like an earthworm
That lives underground,
Yet it can dig through a hard soil
And break even a hard stone.
Live like a man
full of wisdom in mind.
A man that is full of courage
With a faith so hard to break.
Like like how you wanted to be
And let your spirit be free.
 
Ana Rose Trazo
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Lone
 
The world is crowded and noisy
and living life without you isn't easy.
Why did you let me take this road alone
and let me carry the luggage by my own?
 
My feet are shaking and i'm so tired
to walk with only myself, It's like suicide.
I wanted to stop and take a rest
but I'm too scared that ease don't exist.
 
You promised me not to let me be alone
and that you'll be an arm that i'll hold on.
which ever way i'll take, you promised to be with me
but now you're walking on the way away from me.
 
Ana Rose Trazo
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Losing None
 
If I'd lose all, I'd lose none
For nothing I have, nothing I'd lose
For I have lost all when I wished to have all
Yet now I have none, then I'd lose none.
 
When I wished to have you I lost all of me.
Now I have me but don't have you.
Better not want to be with you and lost.
Better not having me and only me.
Nothing I have, nothing I'd lose.
Love all I have, lost all I love.
 
Ana Rose Trazo
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Losing You
 
Losing you is like losing my sight
couldn't clearly see
the direction of my life.
but i'm not losing hope
that someday I may find
someone who'll hold my hand
and would be willing to be my eyes.
 
Ana Rose Trazo
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Lost
 
Where are you now?
I've been looking for you.
Did you lost your way to me?
or did you stop by with somebody?
 
It's been quite long
yet you still did not come.
ferns had grown in my hair
cause for too long, I waited here.
 
I hope when you'll find your way to me
that wouldn't be too late
cause my hope is now shrinking
and maybe soon i'll be leaving.
 
Ana Rose Trazo
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Misty Night
 
The night was dark,
The wind blows cold:
The moon does not appear
And I'm alone in here.
 
I looked up in the misty sky
Trying to figure out why-
Why my life is like this
And why my eyes shed with tears.
 
The stars was covered with dark clouds
And my head is full of doubts
Can't think straight, can't think clear
‘cause what's inside me is fear.
 
The wind blows cold
And my body seemed to freeze
In my dreams I hold
Making it real, as I've wished.
 
Dark as the night, my life seemed to be
But I never lose hope that soon I'll see
The sun that brightly shine
And happiness will soon be mine.
 
Ana Rose Trazo
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Nothing
 
I loved but He doubted.
He never believed that I did.
I told him that I love him
But he just ended up questionin'
 
I tried to keep him near
but he's pushing me to go far.
I tried to tie myself on
but he cut the rope; I fell down.
 
I reached for his hands;
He just watched me fall.
I fell on the ground;
he just stepped on my soul.
 
How could he be so blind,
he didn't see me dying.
he didn't even mind
even if my world is breaking.
 
It's just so sad to think
that I mean nothing to him,
and this idea made me sick
and made my world so dim.
 
Ana Rose Trazo
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Plea
 
It's so noisy
and so dark in here.
Can't clearly see;
Can't clearly hear.
 
If anyone could hear,
please help me out.
I don't want to be here.
please! do not doubt.
 
Help me see the light,
Give me back my sight.
Let me hear the song
I've wished to hear for so long.
 
Help me break this walls
that imprisoned my soul.
this pain I'm feeling I almost couldn't bear
so please help me get out from here.
 
Please take me to the road
that would lead me home.
Help me find the place
where I truly belong.
 
Ana Rose Trazo
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Shattered
 
Weak, that's what i was.
Too scared to get hurt,
Too scared to fail,
Too scared to shed tears.
 
Then there you came!
You changed the way how i think.
You let me see the other side of the coin.
And that there is nothing to fear.
 
I used to believe, that with you I'd live
In a life free from pain,
And having you with me here
Would free me from tears.
 
Then, Shattered like a broken glass!
I was holding on a dream
That later turned into a nightmare.
Good thing is now I'm awaken.
 
Ana Rose Trazo
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Stupid Dog
 
Hey! you crazy dog!
Stop smelling the ground.
Why do you keep on looking down?
your head almost touch the ground.
Try to look up;
held your head high
so you won't look stupid
and won't get a dirt on your face.
 
Ana Rose Trazo
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Suffocated
 
I can't breath
Let go of my neck.
Don't let me to suffocate
Or be totally sick.
 
You're holding me too tight,
I couldn't spread my wings.
My vision is as dark as the night
‘cause you're covering my eyes.
 
Let go of me
And let me soar high and free.
Let me stand tall and proud
And let me sing the song so loud.
 
Let me run under the rain
with no sorrows and pain.
Give me time to be myself,
For a moment let me be the chief.
 
If you'll let me go
I would go in a place so far,
But promise I'll be back here
And what I saw, I'll share it to you.
 
Ana Rose Trazo
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Terrified
 
I'm trembling; I'm so scared.
My head is running wild,
My nerves are shaking,
Can't stop my tears from falling.
 
Who'll be here to stay?
Who'll help me find my way?
Will I be walking alone
And live this world with my own?
 
I don't want to be stocked
In this mad world I have
But my soul is seemed to be locked
And I'm like an imprisoned dove.
 
I am covered with madness
And this caused me blindness.
Too many voices I've heard
And this got me so scared.
 
I'd like to see the sun,
For a moment I want to be a man.
I'd like to be part of the world
Where only happy stories were told.
 
Ana Rose Trazo
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The Moon
 
Oh Dear Moon! Why are you so gloomy tonight?
Shrouded by the clouds; It covers your light.
Sometimes you shines bright yet alone all night.
It made me wonder how empty you'd me might.
 
Everybody sees you but nobody cares.
No one even dare to stay with you dear!
They all admire the beauty that you have
But no one seemed to fill the whole in your heart.
 
Often you just wish to be lost among the clouds
Or to just break and disappear like dusts
But you're still able to keep your light inside.
Oh Dear Moon! Even behind the clouds you remain to shine bright.
 
Ana Rose Trazo
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The Wanderer
 
I am wandering in the desserted place.
I look around and found no one but myself.
The sound of silence made me deaf.
The endless barren place
confused me on which way to take.
Now i'm walking still,
yet not sure where to lead.
But I will continue walking
No matter how far it would take
For I know that someday i'll find
The ideal place to live.
 
Ana Rose Trazo
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To Be
 
I want to be a part of your everyday,
To be the melody you love to play,
To be the song you love to hear,
And to be the sound that soothe your ear.
 
I want you to be my sunset and my sunrise,
To be the poems that I write,
To be the road I love to take
And to be the laughter I couldn't fake.
 
Let us be the love that never end,
Be the music that always blend,
Be the sunshine in the rain,
And be the smile in every pain.
 
Ana Rose Trazo
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To The One I Love
 
Life may get wrong and weary
But I know I have nothing to worry
For I know you are there
And you will always care.
 
Everything I have may not last
And even our life will just pass
But out memories will be kept
‘cause you're the best friend I've ever met.
 
I am blessed for I have known
A friend like you who have shown
Love and care that helped me grown
So in my heart a place you own.
 
Thank you so much for being here,
For the memories that we both shared,
For the trust and love that you give
And for giving me more reasons to live.
 
This poem I made I owe to you.
A way to say how I thanked you
And a way to express my love for you
And how proud I am for having you.
 
Ana Rose Trazo
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Touch
 
Touch my heart,
oh! let me feel at ease.
my heart shivers,
I'm running out of breath.
Touch my soul,
Oh! let me feel the world.
My soul gone wild,
I'm running out of control.
 
Ana Rose Trazo
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Vagabonds
 
So hard to find for a place to fit in.
The world's so wide, I'm too little to be seen.
I've been walking from place to place
But I still can't find my space.
 
The narrow path I'm walking through
Where this would lead me, don't have any clue.
I'm living in a valley they called Vanity
With no other companion but Insanity.
 
It's a lonesome journey I'm taking.
It always made me feels like grieving.
The only way for me to find relief
Is to share this doleful story to my deaf self.
 
Shrouded with madness, this world may be
But I'm hopeful that I'll be able to see
The place where the sun shines infinitely
And where I can be seen, be heard, and be free.
 
Ana Rose Trazo
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Without You
 
Take a look at me
my tears are falling, can't you see?
wouldn't you wipe it and let it dry
but if you'll stay i wouldn't cry
 
My heart is breaking and it's bleeding
couldn't resist the pain,
can't stop my tears from falling
'cause when you left, i was left broken.
 
Oh darling why did you leave me?
You know i couldn't make it without you near me
I wouldn't last for long if i couldn't see you
'cause my heart beats only for you.
 
I beg you dear, oh please don't go!
Don't leave this heart that loves you so
Everything i do is all for you
and i would surely die if i'm not with you
 
Ana Rose Trazo
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Your Companion
 
Life may be tough and bitter
And you may be hurt and you may suffer.
Your miseries, to God you offer
‘cause in His side, life is better.
 
When you felt tired and restless,
When you felt like you're bored and hopeless,
Remember that god is here, as always,
He'll give you strength and let you rest.
 
Never loss hopes, nor get tired.
‘cause God will always be by your side.
He won't let you down, He'll just stay around
And He'll keep you safe and sound.
 
There is no reason for you to frown
‘cause in God's side, a place you owned.
So wear a smile and keep moving on
And always love others, not just your own.
 
Ana Rose Trazo
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